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“Wuhan – the next greater frontier for Chinese growth.”

n 
 

 

 

Highlights 
Wuhan will be a significant center
GDP grew 100 billion RMB in the last year and is amongst the 10 highest in China.

Wuhan is an important transportation
Endowed with a strong educational system, Wuhan 
next stage of growth as Chinese inland areas develop.

This report is intended to provide summary information to companies and investors 
interested in exploring opportunities in Wuhan
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the next greater frontier for Chinese growth.”
 

 Eric Jackson, founder of IronFire Capital LLC

center of Chinese growth in the next decade. Wuhan’s 
GDP grew 100 billion RMB in the last year and is amongst the 10 highest in China.

Wuhan is an important transportation, industrial, and communication nexus in China. 
Endowed with a strong educational system, Wuhan has all the elements to lead the 
next stage of growth as Chinese inland areas develop. 

This report is intended to provide summary information to companies and investors 
in exploring opportunities in Wuhan.   
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About this report 
We would like to extend special
primarily responsible for creating
Chen, and Tengbo Cao, as well
maintains an active internship program
States. Our interns are extraordinary
dedication, creativity and attitude
in the new energy economy and

Disclaimer 
This material is intended for informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied 
upon to make any investment decision. It does not constitute investment advi
or solicition and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other 
instrument, or for GreenWorld Capital, LLC and its affiliates to enter into or arrange any type 
of transaction as a consequence of any information 
Capital, LLC nor any of its affiliates gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of information which is contained in this document. Except insofar as liability 
under any statute cannot be exclu
officer, employee or associate of GreenWorld Capital, LLC accepts any liability (whether 
arising in contract, tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document 
or for any resulting loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise 
suffered by the reader or recipient of this document or any other person. 
 
The views expressed in this doument constitute GreenWorld Capital, LLC’s or its affiliate’s 
judgement at the time of issue and are subject to change. This document is for professional 
investors. This document was prepared without regarding to specfic objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any person who may receive it. Past performance or any prediction or 
forecast is not indicative of future results. No further distribution is allowed without prior 
written consent of GreenWorld Capital, LLC.

Any forecasts, projections or estimates provided herein are based upon our opinion at this 
date and are both subject to change and dependent on future changes in the market. 
Any prediction or forecast about the economy, stock market, bond market or economic 
trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance.
 
 
For more information contact: 
  
David W. Elkin, Managing Director, 
 
Michael J. Howe, Managing Director, 
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ecial thanks to GreenWorld’s Wuhan Project Team
eating this report: Joanne JungMin Lee (Team Leader),

well as editors Vivek Stalam and Xi Zhang. GreenWorld
program with leading academic institutions across

extraordinary and we are very grateful for their efforts.
attitude reflect the very best characteristics of the

and add great value to GreenWorld and our clients.

This material is intended for informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied 
upon to make any investment decision. It does not constitute investment advi
or solicition and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other 
instrument, or for GreenWorld Capital, LLC and its affiliates to enter into or arrange any type 
of transaction as a consequence of any information contained herein. Neither GreenWorld 
Capital, LLC nor any of its affiliates gives any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or 
completeness of information which is contained in this document. Except insofar as liability 
under any statute cannot be excluded, no member of GreenWorld Capital, LLC, or any 
officer, employee or associate of GreenWorld Capital, LLC accepts any liability (whether 
arising in contract, tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this document 

loss or damage whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise 
suffered by the reader or recipient of this document or any other person.  

The views expressed in this doument constitute GreenWorld Capital, LLC’s or its affiliate’s 
me of issue and are subject to change. This document is for professional 

investors. This document was prepared without regarding to specfic objectives, financial 
situation or needs of any person who may receive it. Past performance or any prediction or 

ecast is not indicative of future results. No further distribution is allowed without prior 
written consent of GreenWorld Capital, LLC. 

Any forecasts, projections or estimates provided herein are based upon our opinion at this 
change and dependent on future changes in the market. 

Any prediction or forecast about the economy, stock market, bond market or economic 
trends of the markets is not necessarily indicative of future or likely performance.

 

David W. Elkin, Managing Director, david@greenworldcap.com 

Michael J. Howe, Managing Director, mike@greenworldcap.com 
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About GreenWorld
GreenWorld Capital, LLC (“GreenWorld”) is an international merchant bank focused 
exclusively on serving the financial and strategic needs of cleantech companies and 
investors in the U.S. and abroad.
 
GreenWorld’s senior professionals have completed over 400 transact
value approaching $10 billion. Complementing this broad transaction experience is 
extensive cleantech industry knowledge backed by a network of international relationships 
and a suite of proprietary information tools. GreenWorld is w
implement effective strategic and financial solutions on behalf of public and private 
companies as well as their investors in the areas of M&A, tax equity, debt and equity capital.
 
GreenWorld works diligently to anticipate i
and is committed to be a creative source of innovative ideas and opportunities for our 
clients and partners. With offices in Philadelphia and Palo Alto in the U.S. and Nanjing in 
China, GreenWorld provides geographical coverage of North America and Asia while 
maintaining numerous relationships which provide the firm access to European and other 
overseas markets. 
 
Unlike other firms, which are active in multiple industries, GreenWorld’s sole focus is the 
cleantech and renewable energy sector. GreenWorld believes that the complexity of the 
cleantech environment, as well as the magnitude of its potential, demand dedication. 
GreenWorld delivers its investment banking services with a client
addition, on the merchant banking side, GreenWorld proactively pursues
emerge as a consequence of today's dynamic global energy marketplace and 
environmental challenges. 
 

Our Team 
David W. Elkin                        Michael J. H
Managing Director                          Managing Director                         Managing Director 
 

Anthony Zadnik                     Michael Mufson                    James Hunter 
Director                                             Director                                             Director 
 

Anthony Lopez Ona              Peter Hill                                 Joseph Manko 
 Director                                            Director                 
 

Andrew M. Goldstein                                            Alice Ye 
Vice President of China Business Development                 Vice President of China Business Operations
 

Yijie Hu                                                                    
China Business Advisor                                                          China Business Analyst                       
 

Xirong Jiang 
Senior China Business Advisor 

Broker dealer services provided through Mufson Howe Hunter & Partners LLC, a membe
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GreenWorld Capital, LLC 
(“GreenWorld”) is an international merchant bank focused 

exclusively on serving the financial and strategic needs of cleantech companies and 
investors in the U.S. and abroad. 

senior professionals have completed over 400 transactions with an aggregate 
value approaching $10 billion. Complementing this broad transaction experience is 
extensive cleantech industry knowledge backed by a network of international relationships 
and a suite of proprietary information tools. GreenWorld is well positioned to identify and 
implement effective strategic and financial solutions on behalf of public and private 
companies as well as their investors in the areas of M&A, tax equity, debt and equity capital.

GreenWorld works diligently to anticipate industry trends, rather than simply react to them 
and is committed to be a creative source of innovative ideas and opportunities for our 
clients and partners. With offices in Philadelphia and Palo Alto in the U.S. and Nanjing in 

eographical coverage of North America and Asia while 
maintaining numerous relationships which provide the firm access to European and other 

Unlike other firms, which are active in multiple industries, GreenWorld’s sole focus is the 
tech and renewable energy sector. GreenWorld believes that the complexity of the 

cleantech environment, as well as the magnitude of its potential, demand dedication. 
GreenWorld delivers its investment banking services with a client-centric perspective. In 
addition, on the merchant banking side, GreenWorld proactively pursues opportunities that 
emerge as a consequence of today's dynamic global energy marketplace and 

David W. Elkin                        Michael J. Howe                   Jeffrey B. Magill  
Managing Director                          Managing Director                         Managing Director  
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Director                                             Director  

Anthony Lopez Ona              Peter Hill                                 Joseph Manko  
Director                                            Director                                            Director  

Andrew M. Goldstein                                            Alice Ye  
Vice President of China Business Development                 Vice President of China Business Operations

                                     Yan Wang                                                   
China Business Advisor                                                          China Business Analyst                                   

Broker dealer services provided through Mufson Howe Hunter & Partners LLC, a member of SIPC and FINRA
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Executive Summary
As the capital city of Hubei Province,
an important center for commerce,
higher education in Central China.
machinery, optoelectronics, and
pharmaceuticals. Wuhan’s economy
the city has set aside zones geared
an attempt to move its economy

Wuhan is expected to continue
by 2025; the city, therefore, needs
resources. The city has been responsive
cleantech/renewable energy market
regarded research centers which
technologies. 

During the 12th Five-Year Plan (“FYP”; please see the Glossary at the end of this report) 
period Wuhan is positioned to become
modern services base, and comprehensive
from the coast to central China
continue thereby reinforcing its
strategic location and transportation
be bolstered by the city's plans
added industries. 

In an effort to become the most
art green building named Wuhan
efforts. The building will become
development in new energy technologies
strong regional education infrastructure

Wuhan’s support of green development
investment, an area in which Wuhan
especially with France. Several 
and headquarters in Wuhan. Wuhan
government’s administrative processes
innovative foreign technologies

As the largest city in central China,
a favorable environment in which
opportunities in China; GE is one
identifies and analyzes Wuhan’s appeal
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Executive Summary 
Province, China’s most industrialized central province,

commerce, finance, transportation, information technology,
China. Wuhan’s four main industries are steel, cars
and petrochemicals including bioengineering and

economy has traditionally been driven by heavy
geared toward fostering growth in cars and optoelectronics,

economy towards higher value-added, growth-oriented

continue its growth and emerrge as of the eight megac
needs much more infrastructure, construction, and
responsive to opportunities presented by the ever

market and supports many companies as well as
which are developing more advanced energy-related

(“FYP”; please see the Glossary at the end of this report) 
become a national “advanced manufacturing

comprehensive national communications hub. As
China under the 12th FYP, Wuhan’s robust growth is expected to 

ontinue thereby reinforcing its importance as the nexus of central China’s development.
transportation resources will help facilitate development

plans to expand its industrial base and push into higher

most sustainable city of China, Wuhan is building 
Wuhan New Energy Center, one of the region’s many

become part of a major public center for research and
technologies at Wuhan University, which is at the

infrastructure focued on science and technology.

development is expected to be augmented through
Wuhan has a tradition of long and succcessful 

 of France’s leading companies have established
Wuhan has also made substantial strides in simplifying
processes in order to attract foreign investments

technologies into the region. 

China, Wuhan holds significant promise for U.S. firms
which to develop cleantech and renewable energy
one such firm that is expanding its interests in Wuhan.

Wuhan’s appeal. 
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.

I. Introduction to Wuhan
a. Fact Sheet 

 

Population – Urban 

Urban Population Density 

Population - Sub-Provincial City 

Sub-Provincial City Density 

Population Rank in China 

Area – Urban 

Area - Sub-Provincial City 

# of County Level Divisions 

# of Township Divisions 

GDP in 2011 

GDP projection for 2025 

GDP per capita in 2009 

City’s average disposable 
income per head 

Foreign Direct Investment 

  Table1. Facts about Wuhan. Source: Wu

b. Urbanization of Wuhan 

Due to Wuhan’s fortuituous location
highway transportation infras
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Wuhan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6,144,000 (Philadelphia population: 5,325,000 in 2010)

4,627.9/km2 (11,986.1/sq mi) 

9,100,000 

1,071.3/km2 (2,774.6/sq mi) 

8th 

1,327.61 km2 (512.6 sq mi) (Phila: 4,660.7 km2, 1,799.5
mi) 

8,494.41 km2 (3,279.7 sq mi) 

13 

153 

650 billion RMB (about 103 billion USD)i 

1.3 trillion RMB (about 201 billion USD) 

47,716 RMB (about 7,387 USD) 

18,385 RMB (about 2,846 USD) 

USD 2,935MM (11th) 

Wuhan.com 

location on the Yangtze River waterway, and its air, rail and 
highway transportation infrastructure, the Chinese government has designated

Figure1. Map of 
Hubei province, 
China. Source: 
Asia Times  
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Wuhan city ring as the epicenter
McKinsey Global Institute, Wuhan
population of over 11.9 million,
and Shenzhenii. In order to further
surrounding 8 cities in the region

c. Economy 

• Robust Commerce and 

In recent years, Wuhan’s economy
economic growth rate places  
cities in China. McKinsey Global
between 2007 and 2025 will be
the fastest of the major cities in

• Active Foreign Investment

The city’s economic and 
technological development zone,
largely focused on cars, has been
successful in attracting foreign 
investors. More than 160 automobile
suppliers have set up shops in the
development zone, including 
Cummins and Valeo. 
 

• Strong Consumer Base 

As shown in Figure 4 to the right,
Amcham China report reports that
urban personal disposable incomes
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epicenter of the drive to develop central China. According
Wuhan will rise to be one of the 8 megacities by

million, following in 5th place following Beijing, Shanghai,
further the urbanization throughout Wuhan and

in the region, extensive construction projects are underway

 Trade 

economy has maintained a rapid pace of development.
  Wuhan in the top rung of large-scale and medium

Global Institute forecasts that the GDP growth rate 
be the among 
in the world. 

Investment 

zone, 
been 

 
automobile 

the 

s shown in Figure 4 to the right, 
t reports that 

incomes 

Figure 4. Expenditure and Income on the Rise 
Source: Amcham China (2011 June) 
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According to the 
by 2025, with a 

Shanghai, Tianjin 
and the 

underway.  

 

development. Its 
medium-scale 

 in Wuhan 

4. Expenditure and Income on the Rise 
Source: Amcham China (2011 June)  

Figure3. Six new 
megacities will 
emerge by 2025. 
Source: Preparing 
for China’s Urban 
Billion. McKinsey 
Global Institute 
(2008)  
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reached RMB 20,806 (US $3,073)
by 11 percent and 12 percent, 
Carrefour, a French hypermarket,
retailers such as Metro, a German
opened in shopping malls in Wuhan.
RMB 252.3 billion in 2010, reflecting

II. Economic Development
a.  Wuhan Economic and Technology

WEDZ was incorporated in 1993
the Yangtze River and has become
and technological development
enterprises witnessed total indu
of RMB 18.28 billion. iv 

Core industries in the WEDZ include
bio-engineering and medicine,
“The strategy of WEDZ is to stress
set up by Dongfeng and Nissan,
annual production capacity exceeding

The zone features enterprises from
Australia, Belgium, South Korea,
Wuhan Export Processing Zone.

b. Wujiashan Taishang Investment

Incorporated in 1992, WTID has 
of Wuhan and  20 kilometers away
International Airport, and the Qingshan
electromechanical-oriented production
manufacturers based there.viii WTID
from Taiwanese financial groups,
WTID. It's the first example of a new
administration.ix 

c. Wuhan East Lake Hi-Tech Development

The Wuhan East Lake High-Tech
development zone incorporated
hotbed of greentech activity. 

Wuhan Future-Tech City is located
the  four future science and technology
Tianjin Binhai New Area, and Zhejiang
targeted to become an innovative
enterprises, scientific institutions
With a capacity for 300,000 people,
target industries such as optoelectronics
environmental protection, advanced

│OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT: WUHAN, CHINA │FEBRUARY 2012

$3,073) in 2010 and rural net incomes hit RMB 8,294 
 respectively. “Wuhan city has a well-established

hypermarket, entered Wuhan in 1998, and since then other
German chain, and Wal-Mart, a US retailer, followed

Wuhan. Retail sales rose by 19.5 percent year-over
reflecting the increase in disposable income.”iii 

Development & Industrial Zones
Technology Development District (WEDZ) 

1993 and is located near the southwest part of Wuhan
become the largest and fastest-growing state-level

development zone in central and western China. In 2010,
industrial output value of RMB 150.842 billion and 

include automotivess, electronics and Information
edicine, Integrated electric machinery, and high-tech

stress on auto industry and hi-tech industry…New 
Nissan, Dongfeng and PSA, Dongfeng and Honda will

exceeding 1 million cars in 5 years.”v 

from US, Japan, France, Sweden, Germany, Netherlands,
Korea, Thailand, Singapore, and Taiwan. WEDZ also
Zone.vi 

Investment Zone (WTID) vii 

 an excellent location just 12 kilometers away
away from the Hankou New Railway Station, Wuhan
Qingshan Foreign Trade Wharves. Its core industry
production, with several automobile and air condintioner

WTID is unique because of the foreign investme
groups, many of which sit on the management committee

new system that involves the overseas investors

Development Zone (ELHTZ) 

Tech Development Zone is a national level high-tech
incorporated in 1988. Its emphasis on high-tech industries

located in the east of the East Lake High-Tech Zone
technology cities in China (along with Beijing Zhongguan
Zhejiang Hi-tech Industrial Area). Wuhan Future

innovative R&D center and home to national and international
institutions as well as high-caliber professionals from around

people, Future-Tech City will cover 66.8 square kilometers
optoelectronics, information technology, biomedicine,

advanced manufacturing and high-tech agriculture.
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over-year to total 
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2010, industrial 
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ech agriculture. 

 joint ventures 
will bring about 

Netherlands, UK, 
also includes the 

away from the center 
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industry is 
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III. China’s 12th Five
During the 12th FYP period, Wuhan
manufacturing center,” modern
and national comprehensive communications
emphasis from the East Coast to
continue robust growth since the
location and role as a transportation
bolstered by the city's plans to expand
added industries. Wuhan is central
energy efficiency and renewable
on the world stage.  

Since the release of the 12th FYP
more proactive in an effort to contain airborne pollutants (e.g
sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides). 
launch stricter pollution control 

The Wuhan city ring initiative aims
“1+8”xi, referring to Wuhan and
an experimental zone for energy
estimated total of 12.3 billion RMB
projects within the region. Furthermore statring in 2009
designated a 300 million-yuan fund
of the nine projects.”xii

IV. Cleantech in Wuhan
Following the world financial crisis,
growth, invested billions in the Country’s
highways, express railroads, and
resources for energy and transportation
challenges; consequently, research
growing rapidly; in particular, the
generation, wind power generation,
encouraged. More specifically, 
efficiency as well as waste recovery
porcesses are being emphasized

a. Solar PV, Thermal, CPV, & CSP

Solar has already reached significant
Investment Co. Ltd, Rixin Technology,
output value of 4.77 billion yuan,
0.515 billion yuan as of June 2010.”
encouraging solar energy projects
2009. In the process a sophisticated
downstream power generation
projected to generate billions of

│OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT: WUHAN, CHINA │FEBRUARY 2012

Five-Year Plan 
Wuhan is positioned to become a national “advanced

modern services center, comprehensive high-tech industrial
communications hub. As national economic focus
to Central China under the 12th FYP, Wuhan is expected
the city is crucial to central China’s development.

transportation hub will help facilitate this development
expand its industrial operations and move into

central to the country’s long-term emphasis on cleantech,
renewable energy growth, all of which will bolster Wuhan

FYP, Wuhan’s environmental protection bureau 
more proactive in an effort to contain airborne pollutants (e.g., ammonia and

 As a pilot reform city inder the FYP, Wuhan was
 index than that of China.x 

aims to create an integrated economic region 
and eight surrounding cities in central China's Hubei

energy saving and environmentally friendly programs.
RMB ($1.81 billion) was invested by 2010 in nine

Furthermore statring in 2009, “the Hubei provincial
fund each year for three years to support the 

Wuhan 
crisis, the Chinese government, in order to maintain

Country’s transportation and energy infrastructure
and wind-farms. The historical use of traditional fossil

transportation has created strategic and environmental
research in renewable energy and energy saving

he production and application of solar photovolta
generation, biomass energy, and hydrogen energy 

More specifically, building Integrated renewable energy sources
recovery & re-use (in the areas of materials and energy)

porcesses are being emphasized. 

CSP 

significant scale – the top three firms, Wuhan Kaidi
Technology, and Wuhan Jiawei Solar, have a “realized

yuan, a sales income of 2.32 billion yuan, and a profit
2010.”xiii As early as 2006, the City of Wuhan began

projects which reached 4 megawatts of installed capacity 
sophisticated supply chain from upstream silicon production

generation and protection equipment, has flourished; this chain I s 
of RMB in revenue.xiv 
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Solar lights are being used increasingly 
These lights are being installed in every part of this city. The Wuhan Botanical Garden 
introduced about 2000 solar lamps to diminsh the adverse
generated by conventional incand
of Park River, Wuhan has installed about 200 solar lights to make the area more accessible 
and began a large-scale project on major roads of the East Lake Development Zone. Both 
achieved much success and received public support

Another significant project is The
Integrated PV project (a 15,000 square meter array of mono
the roof of the station) whose total
power for the Station’s daily operation

b. Wind (small & large scale on-shore)

The government of Hubei Province
industry in central China and, in doi
build up their R&D centers here
industries in Wuhan have seen rapid economic development
50 billion RMB to date.xvi 

c. Hydropower 

The largest hydropower project
located near Yichang in Hubei 
infrastructure has 26 turbines within and 6 more turbines in the mountain on the riverbank 
beside the dam; each turbine has
main turbines with two smaller generators
electric generating capacity of
to towns and cities throughout 
capacity, and reduces the potential
space; indeed the dam was credited with controlling 3 major floods last Summer
Nonetheless, the dam’s construction
and flooding several historic sites

d. Water Management 

The Wuhan Municipal Government’s
reform has defined the blueprint
decision also assured continuation
control and environmental program.
banks program will serve as the
thoroughfare for walking, biking
this year, the project will start City
Road” Ma On Shan Forest Park,
complete the City Green Road

Wuhan is strategically located at
central China. Despite the abundant
continuing urbanization over the
overloaded facilities. “In 2004, about
was generated, but the four wastewater
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ed increasingly in Wuhan city thanks to strong government support. 
are being installed in every part of this city. The Wuhan Botanical Garden 

lar lamps to diminsh the adverse thermal effects of the heat 
generated by conventional incandescent lamps on the garden’s foliage. On the beaches 
of Park River, Wuhan has installed about 200 solar lights to make the area more accessible 

scale project on major roads of the East Lake Development Zone. Both 
received public support.xv 

The Wuhan Railway Station Project which is installing
a 15,000 square meter array of mono-crystalline silicon solar cells on 

total investment is 58 million RMB. The equipment will 
operations. 

shore) 

Province has plans to make Hubei the center for clean
, in doing so, attract a diverse group of related 

here. Wind energy will be a mainstay of the effort. 
seen rapid economic development, with revenue reaching

project in the world is the Three Gorges Dam, on the
 province roughly 350 kilometers from Wuhan.

within and 6 more turbines in the mountain on the riverbank 
turbine has a capacity of 700 MW. Coupling the dam's

generators (50 MW each) to power the plant 
of the dam will reach 22,500 MW this May, providing
 China. The dam also increases the Yangtze River's

potential for floods downstream by providing flood
; indeed the dam was credited with controlling 3 major floods last Summer

construction was very disruptive displacing some 1.3
sites thereby significantly changing the ecology

overnment’s decision to accelerate the development
blueprint of the city’s public drinking water initiative last March

continuation of the city’s ambitious “two rivers and four
program. The Tianxingzhou embankment of the two
the showpiece of the Wuham’s “Green Road”, a

biking and leisure. According to reports issued by the
City Green Road construction in Wuhan East Lake,

Park, and Forest Park Jiufeng. In five years, the city
Road which is expected to draw more tourism into

at the confluence of the Yangtze River and Han
abundant water resources, rapid economic growth

the last 25 years in Wuhan have placed pressure
about 2.0 million cubic meters (m3) per day of

wastewater treatment plants have the capacity
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in Wuhan city thanks to strong government support. 
are being installed in every part of this city. The Wuhan Botanical Garden 

thermal effects of the heat 
. On the beaches 

of Park River, Wuhan has installed about 200 solar lights to make the area more accessible 
scale project on major roads of the East Lake Development Zone. Both 

Project which is installing a Building 
crystalline silicon solar cells on 

. The equipment will provide 

clean tech 
 companies to 

Wind energy will be a mainstay of the effort. New energy 
reaching 30 – 

the Yangtze River 
Wuhan. The dam 

within and 6 more turbines in the mountain on the riverbank 
dam's thirty-two 

 itself, the total 
providing electricity 

River's shipping 
flood storage 

; indeed the dam was credited with controlling 3 major floods last Summer. 
1.3 million people 

ecology of the area. 

development of water 
last March. This 

four banks” flood 
two rivers & four 
a 100 km public 
the city earlier 

Lake, “Green 
city expects to 

into Wuhan.xvii 

Han River, in 
growth and 

pressure on 
of wastewater 

capacity to treat only 
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27% of this quantity. Surface waters
the lakes in Wuhan are polluted.”

Wastewater Treatment Project:
strategic wastewater master plan
achieve a wastewater treatment
incremental and coordinated construction
Projects and sewer networks with
Development Bank, World Bank,
proposed Project is not a stand
Yangtze water resources management
the Wuhan wastewater master 

Waste Water Recycling: “Water
area shrinking and pollution increasing.
Hanyang's biggest government
been receiving free recycled water
Busch InBev (ABInBev) … The water
and for watering flowers”.xxii The
December 2010 to purify 4000 tons

e. Electric Vehicles (EV) 

The Wuhan government has set ambitious growth targets for the EV market and has taken 
aggressive steps at attracting more electric carmakers from companies in and outside
China. The industry, however, faces many hurdles in reaching
government-led pilot programs will drive the market. Technological constraints, high battery 
costs and the lack of charging infrastructure in pilot cities pose 
adoption. Unlike more developed countries, low
eventual commercialization of high

List of region’s more noteworthy EV projects includes:

ü Dongfeng Motor Corporation and
in developing and building electric cars. Dongfeng plans to invest 3 billion RMB over the 
next five years to produce 100,000 hybrid vehicles and 50,000 fully electric vehicles by 
2015. 

ü Renault-Nissan is building an electric
and the People's Government of Wuhan (Wuhan Government) have signed a definitive 
agreement to develop zero
started the market feasibility study of EVs in Wuhan beginning in 2011 with 25 Nissan 
electric vehicles. The Wuhan Government will build 250 EV chargers to support vehicle 
operations in selected areas. Additionally, two quick chargers also will be installed in 
Wuhan. Further, Nissan and the government will collaborate on education and 
awareness programs”.xxiii. 

ü September 14, 2010, Grand China Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd
build a 3 billion RMB electric vehicle production facility.

ü Wuhan Hannan began constr
RMB investment. The 500 acres facility will produce “battery+capacitor” pure electric 
vehicles and component parts. The target of 3000 cars will not use a single drop of oil, 
will charge in 3 hours and travel 250
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waters have been compromised: 56% of the rivers
polluted.”xviii 

Project: Wuhan Municipal Government implemented
plan to meet national environmental targets and

treatment rate of 80%. “The wastewater master plan 
construction of additional Wuhan Wastewater

with support from local funds and assistance from
Bank, and bilateral sources including Finland and

stand-alone investment but an integral part of the 
management initiative, the Wuhan city urban development

 plan, and the Wuhan stormwater drainage master

“Water resources in Wuhan are depleting very quickly,
increasing.”xxi However, “at least 2,400 families living

government-subsidized housing community, Huiminyuan 
water since late March, thanks to a program run
water is treated to enable its use in fire-fighting,

The Belgian beer giant has invested 17.9 million RMB
tons of water a day. 

The Wuhan government has set ambitious growth targets for the EV market and has taken 
aggressive steps at attracting more electric carmakers from companies in and outside
China. The industry, however, faces many hurdles in reaching stated goals. In the near

led pilot programs will drive the market. Technological constraints, high battery 
costs and the lack of charging infrastructure in pilot cities pose major barriers to broad 
adoption. Unlike more developed countries, low-speed EVs may serve as a bridge for the 
eventual commercialization of high-speed electric vehicles. 

region’s more noteworthy EV projects includes: 

Dongfeng Motor Corporation and Detroit Electric Holdings announced their partnership 
in developing and building electric cars. Dongfeng plans to invest 3 billion RMB over the 
next five years to produce 100,000 hybrid vehicles and 50,000 fully electric vehicles by 

s building an electric-car plant in Wuhan. “The Renault-Nissan Alliance 
and the People's Government of Wuhan (Wuhan Government) have signed a definitive 
agreement to develop zero-emission mobility. Based on the agreement, both the parties 

t feasibility study of EVs in Wuhan beginning in 2011 with 25 Nissan 
electric vehicles. The Wuhan Government will build 250 EV chargers to support vehicle 
operations in selected areas. Additionally, two quick chargers also will be installed in 

er, Nissan and the government will collaborate on education and 

Grand China Electric Vehicles Co. Ltd. partnered with Wuhan to 
build a 3 billion RMB electric vehicle production facility.xxiv 

began construction of China’s first electric vehicle base with a 33 billion 
RMB investment. The 500 acres facility will produce “battery+capacitor” pure electric 
vehicles and component parts. The target of 3000 cars will not use a single drop of oil, 

hours and travel 250-300 kilometers.xxv 
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rivers and 89% of 

implemented the city’s 
and is trying to 

 included the 
Wastewater Management 

from Asian 
and Poland.”xix The 

 basin-wide 
development plan, 

master plan.xx 

quickly, with the lake 
living in 
 in Wuhan, have 
run by Anheuser-

fighting, washrooms 
RMB since 

The Wuhan government has set ambitious growth targets for the EV market and has taken 
aggressive steps at attracting more electric carmakers from companies in and outside of 

stated goals. In the near term 
led pilot programs will drive the market. Technological constraints, high battery 

major barriers to broad 
speed EVs may serve as a bridge for the 

announced their partnership 
in developing and building electric cars. Dongfeng plans to invest 3 billion RMB over the 
next five years to produce 100,000 hybrid vehicles and 50,000 fully electric vehicles by 

Nissan Alliance 
and the People's Government of Wuhan (Wuhan Government) have signed a definitive 

emission mobility. Based on the agreement, both the parties 
t feasibility study of EVs in Wuhan beginning in 2011 with 25 Nissan 

electric vehicles. The Wuhan Government will build 250 EV chargers to support vehicle 
operations in selected areas. Additionally, two quick chargers also will be installed in 

er, Nissan and the government will collaborate on education and 

. partnered with Wuhan to 

uction of China’s first electric vehicle base with a 33 billion 
RMB investment. The 500 acres facility will produce “battery+capacitor” pure electric 
vehicles and component parts. The target of 3000 cars will not use a single drop of oil, 
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ü Shanghai Grand Ruihua Electric Motor
batteries and supplies the bus lines of Beijing, Shanghai, Dalian, Hefei and Shenzhen.

Figure5. China’s EV Pilot Program.
http://iis-db.stanford.edu/evnts/6597/SPRIE_Innovation_Beyond_Boundaries_Alan_Beebe_June_29,_201

 

As can be seen in Figure 5 above
varied pace of uptake. Despite the overall attractiveness and size of the potential market
is unclear how well Wuhan will fare in the marketplace. Given th
history in transporation systems, one might assume that Wuhan should be well positioned as 
a supplier. Nonetheless as of mid
deployment of 2,500 vehicles (versus 39% for Beijing & 30
100 of which were in private hands

f. Biomass/Biofuels 

Hubei is a province lacking in fossil
abundance of biomass and biofuels.
and livestock waste, all provide
alcohol, straw gasification, etc.

Straw: There are around 20 power
the plentiful straw, 5 of which are
reach up to 120 MW. 

Methane: The first large scale methane
construction, with a capacity of
near the end of 2011. Furthermore,
development phase, near the hog

Fuel Alcohol: Hubei Government
Commission and National Energy
alcohol production bases in Jinmen,
capacity of 0.3 million tons. After
need for fuel alcohol in Hubei, but
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Shanghai Grand Ruihua Electric Motor produces super capacitor + advanced lithium ion 
batteries and supplies the bus lines of Beijing, Shanghai, Dalian, Hefei and Shenzhen.

Program. (Source: China Greentech Initiative Report
db.stanford.edu/evnts/6597/SPRIE_Innovation_Beyond_Boundaries_Alan_Beebe_June_29,_201

above, the Tens of Cities, Thousands of Vehicles Program
Despite the overall attractiveness and size of the potential market

how well Wuhan will fare in the marketplace. Given the region’s manufacturing 
history in transporation systems, one might assume that Wuhan should be well positioned as 

mid-2010, Wuhan had achieved only 3% of their
(versus 39% for Beijing & 30% for Shanghai). In all

hands by mid-2010. 

fossil fuels, but its extensive farmlands bestow it
biofuels. Straw, by-products from both cereal & 

provide good opportunity for the development of biofuel,
etc. 

power generation projects within Hubei, taking advantage
are in operation or under construction. The total

methane power plant in Huanggang has been
of 1.32 MW. Estimated completion was supposed to occur 

Furthermore, there are more methane power projects 
hog farm areas in Daye and Yangxin. 

nt has submitted plans to National Development
Energy Commission, regarding the establishment of

Jinmen, Honghu and Yichang, with an annual production
fter the projects are fully completed, it will not only

but also supply to neighboring provinces. 
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produces super capacitor + advanced lithium ion 
batteries and supplies the bus lines of Beijing, Shanghai, Dalian, Hefei and Shenzhen.xxvi 

Report (2011)      
db.stanford.edu/evnts/6597/SPRIE_Innovation_Beyond_Boundaries_Alan_Beebe_June_29,_2011.pdf 

Program saw 
Despite the overall attractiveness and size of the potential market, it 

e region’s manufacturing 
history in transporation systems, one might assume that Wuhan should be well positioned as 

their target 
all of China, only 

it with a natural 
 oil processing, 

biofuel, fuel 

advantage of 
total capacity can 

been under 
was supposed to occur 

 in the 

Development and Reform 
of three fuel 
production 
only meet the 

http://iis-db.stanford.edu/evnts/6597/SPRIE_Innovation_Beyond_Boundaries_Alan_Beebe_June_29,_201
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In all, more than 80 biomass power
of wood for energy, the biomass
plants in Wuhan are planned to
be built in the region outside the
Technology are industrializing the
the bio-fuel with a goal of 600 thousand
construction of a 30 thousand ton
Investment Co. Ltd.,has led the 
only Wuhan but also the surrounding

g. Building Energy Efficiency (Building

At the 2009 International Climate
put forward specific greenhouse
product (GDP) of carbon dioxide
these levels as binding targets as
Wuhan’s Construction Ministry and
signed a framework agreement
area. 

During the 11th FYP period, the implementation
standards increased annually, and
regulations, technical standards
application areas reached 500
green buildings in 2008, and launched
construction area of 1,607,900 square
"Wuhan city circle low-power design

“The city has implemented a
that reward the reduction of
friendly economic-development

Wuhan also made encouraging
nearly 300 million square meters
square meters serves residential
interests. More than 95% of new
building energy consumption is

A list of region’s more noteworthy

ü Kindu Palace in JiYu Bridge 
meters, with a volume rate of 2.18 total construction area of nearly 30 million square 
meters and 1,200 households. Kindu Palace, under the 3A
Ministry of Construction’s res
building pilot living development, and as an demonstration residential building of energy 
efficiency is the first builidng with construction

ü Gold River Real Estate Project
conservation projects" by the Ministry of Construction. The
features architectural planning design of Canada’s UDS, landscape design
Five Bei, waterscape features of France’s Park Ltd, and the marketing plan with 
Shezhen’s BlackArc.xxxi 
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power projects are planned forthe region. With 
biomass fuel processing project is on schedule. Five 

to be constructed and 1 to 2 straw power plants
the city. Wuhan Airui Company, and Wuhan Darui
the technologies of transforming the waste oils
thousand tons per year. Hubei Junsheng will speed
ton bio-fuel production facility. Wuhan Kaidi Power
 construction of several biomass cogeneration

surrounding cities. xxvii 

(Building EE) 

Climate Conference in Copenhagen, the Chinese 
greenhouse gas reduction targets by 2020 such as gross

dioxide emissions below 2005 levels by 40%-45%; China
as part of national economic and social long-
and the Department of Housing & Urban Development

agreement to make Wuhan a true green building pilot demonstration

implementation rate of Wuhan’s building energy
and Wuhan established building energy conservation

standards system and an administrative control system.
500 million square meters. Wuhan built 230,000 square
launched 13 green building pilot projects, with a

square meters. Starting in 2010, Wuhan began
design standard for residential buildings."xxviii 

a broad set of performance measures for government
of energy consumption or the design of more environmentally

development policies.”xxix 

encouraging progress in improving building energy efficiency.
meters of existing buildings in Wuhan, of which approx.

residential needs, and approx. 50 million square meters
new buildings are high-energy buildings. However, 

is higher than the national average.xxx 

noteworthy building energy efficiency projects includes

in JiYu Bridge district, Wuchang, covers nearly 160 mu or 106,666 square 
meters, with a volume rate of 2.18 total construction area of nearly 30 million square 

1,200 households. Kindu Palace, under the 3A assessment system of the 
residential housing properties, is the China’s gold medal

building pilot living development, and as an demonstration residential building of energy 
efficiency is the first builidng with construction ministry’s green building certification.

tate Project in Tai Yue was named one of the "top ten key energy 
conservation projects" by the Ministry of Construction. The multinational development 

architectural planning design of Canada’s UDS, landscape design
ape features of France’s Park Ltd, and the marketing plan with 
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 10 million acres 
 waste power 

plants are about to 
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 government 
gross domestic 
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Development 
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ergy efficiency 
conservation 

system. In 2010, the 
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a total 
began to implement 

government entities 
environmentally 

efficiency. There are 
approx. 224 million 

meters serves public 
However, Wuhan’s total 

includes: 

district, Wuchang, covers nearly 160 mu or 106,666 square 
meters, with a volume rate of 2.18 total construction area of nearly 30 million square 
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idential housing properties, is the China’s gold medal-
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multinational development 
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ü The giant Wuhan Greenland Center
(see Figure 6) designed by Adrian 
Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture will 
be the world’s 4th tallest building 
upon completion in 2015 and re
a height of 1,988 feet with 119 floors. 
The green tower aims to provide a 
solution to the China’s ever 
increasing housing demands while 
reducing energy use and carbon 
emissions. The project’s main investor, 
the Shanghai based Greenland 
Group, has invested 5 billion RMB 
($750mm) in this project. 

ü Wuhan New Energy Center (Energy 
Flower; see Figure 7): In order to 
become the most sustainable city in 
China, the city held an international 
competition for the construction of 
the Wuhan New Energy Center, a 
140 meters tall research center in 
the field of new energy and 
sustainability. The design of 
architects Grontmij and Soeters 
Van Eldonk has been selected by 
the international jury. After 
completion, this innovative building 
will attain the highest award of
Three Stars label in the China 
Green Building rating system and 
will be the first office building in the 
world that meets the standards for 
the highest sustainability class 
“Outstanding” in the international 
BREEAM rating, with green roof, water recyclin
carbon emission footprint. The investor (and the client) is Hubei Science & Technology 
Investment Company, and the budget is around 4 billion RMB.

h. Smart Grid 

As the world’s largest market for
become a major consumer of smart
energy goals will demand smart
and the supply sides of the nation’s

Hubei province is playing a leading
Wuhan Smart Grid Technology 
tech Development Zone on April
enterprises and institutes. It is estimated
reached over 2 billion RMB in 2010.
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Wuhan Greenland Center 
designed by Adrian 

Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture will 
be the world’s 4th tallest building 
upon completion in 2015 and reach 
a height of 1,988 feet with 119 floors. 
The green tower aims to provide a 
solution to the China’s ever 
increasing housing demands while 
reducing energy use and carbon 
emissions. The project’s main investor, 
the Shanghai based Greenland 

ted 5 billion RMB 

Wuhan New Energy Center (Energy 
In order to 

become the most sustainable city in 
city held an international 

competition for the construction of 
the Wuhan New Energy Center, a 
140 meters tall research center in 
the field of new energy and 
sustainability. The design of 
architects Grontmij and Soeters 
Van Eldonk has been selected by 

completion, this innovative building 
will attain the highest award of 
Three Stars label in the China 
Green Building rating system and 
will be the first office building in the 
world that meets the standards for 
the highest sustainability class 

” in the international 
BREEAM rating, with green roof, water recycling, wind turbines, solar panels, and zero 
carbon emission footprint. The investor (and the client) is Hubei Science & Technology 
Investment Company, and the budget is around 4 billion RMB.xxxii 

for power transmission and distribution, China is
smart grid technology. China’s energy efficiency

smart grid capabilities which will help transform both
nation’s power industry. 

leading role in the rapid development of smart grid
 Innovation Association was established the in

April 16, 2011. The association includes some 30 
estimated that the output value of Wuhan smart
2010. 

Figure 6(above) . Rendering of Wuhan Greenland Center. 
Source: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture

Figure 7(below). Rendering of Wuhan New Energy Center. 
Source: Grontmij and Soeters Van Eldonk architects
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g, wind turbines, solar panels, and zero 
carbon emission footprint. The investor (and the client) is Hubei Science & Technology 

is poised to 
efficiency and clean 

both the demand 

grid in China. 
in East Lake High-
 production 

smart grid industry 

uhan Greenland Center. 
Source: Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill Architecture 

. Rendering of Wuhan New Energy Center. 
Grontmij and Soeters Van Eldonk architects 
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In addition, 33 smart grid companies 
implement smart grid facilities and
comprehensive supply chain, thereby
in the smart grid sector. 

Some international companies 
CEO of General Electric’s (GE’s)
2010, said that China’s fast growing
and State Grid Corp. of China announced
to invest US$2B in China through
Wuhan Nari, a subsidiary of SGCC,
electric grid by developing and
will include grid automation elements.

In 2010, GE earmarked $500 million
innovation centers that will focus
energy-efficient lighting schemes
period extending thru 2013.xxxiv 

i. Infrastructure 

Railroads: China now has the world’s
and Wuhan at an average speed
high-speed rail to 42 lines and invest
speed trains. 

Solid Waste: In order to reduce 
Province has begun to convert
to have their own waste to electricity
three waste incineration plants 
as BOT (build-operate-transfer) 
attract new technology and capital

V. Conclusion 
Wuhan, the heart of Central China,
relationships especially in the clean tech sector
balance required to maintain the
environment problems. Wuhan’s 
provide it with the power and muscle to accelerate the pace and scale of 
envisioned in the FYP. To overcome its challenges and realize its full potential,
require an significant infusion of
testing ground for sustainable development

│OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT: WUHAN, CHINA │FEBRUARY 2012

smart grid companies in Wuhan area have collaborated to develop and 
and resources, share R&D efforts, and establish
thereby enhancing Wuhan’s core competencies

 have seen opportunities in the smart grid industry
(GE’s) Jeffrey Immelt at the GridWise Global Forum

growing smart grid is THE smart grid market. In November,
announced several joint ventures that are “part

through 2012.” The smart grid piece of the pie includes
SGCC, “to improve the efficiency and reliability of
and implementing asset optimization technology
elements.xxxiii 

million specifically for R&D efforts, and the creation
focus on the development of renewable energy,

schemes; GE’s capital was to have been invested over a 2 year 
 

world’s fastest rail link, connecting the cities of 
speed of 217 mph, or 350 km per hour. China plans

invest $300 billion through 2020 to buy at least 

 the amount of waste and to make use of them,
convert waste to electricity. Hubei government plans

electricity project during the 12th FYP. Wuhan has
 with energy recovery using different partnership
 and CDM (clean development mechanism) 

capital to Wuhan.xxxv 

, the heart of Central China, is an attractive place to establish new business 
ally in the clean tech sector. China and Wuhan understand the delicate 

balance required to maintain the pace of development while addressing past 
Wuhan’s industrial base, population density, and financial 

it with the power and muscle to accelerate the pace and scale of  
To overcome its challenges and realize its full potential,

require an significant infusion of international resources. Wuhan is evolving as 
development in China.  
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develop and 
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of China’s 
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; GE’s capital was to have been invested over a 2 year 
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them, Hubei 
plans for every city 
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VI. Glossary 
 

ADB – Asian Development Bank 

AEP – American Electric Power 

APPEEC – Asia-Pacific Power and Energy
Conference 

BIPV – Building Integrated PV  

BOT – Build-operate-transfer 

BREEAM - Building Research Establishment
Assessment Method 

CBD – Central Business District 

CDM – Clean Development Mechanism

CEO – Chief Executive Officer 

CPC – Communist Party of China 

COD – Chemical Oxygen Demand 

CPV – Concentrated Photovoltaic 

CSP – Concentrating Solar Power 

ECP – Emerging Capital Partners 

EDZ – East-lake High-Tech Development

EPZ – Export Processing Zone 

EV – Electric Vehicle 

FDI – Foreign Direct Investment 

FYP – Five year Plan 

GDP – Gross Domestic Product 

GE – General Electric 

GPIC – Greater Philadelphia Innovation

HUSTVC – Wuhan Huagong Venture 

IP – Intellectual Property 

IPO – Initial Public Offering 

MSW – Municipal Solid Waste 

MW – MegaWatt or 1 million watts
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Energy Engineering 

Establishment Environmental 

Mechanism 

 

Development Zone 

Innovation Cluster 

 Capital Co., Ltd. 

watts 

NCF – Net Capacity Factor 

NDA – Non Disclosure Agreement

NDRC – National Development

OEM – Original Equipment Manufacture

PV – Photovoltaic 

R&D – Research and Development

SCADA – Supervisory Control a

SGCC – State Grid Corp. of China

T&D – Transmission and distribution

UMG – Upgraded Metallurgical

WEDZ – Wuhan Economics and
District 

WMG – Wuhan Municipal Government

WTO – World Trade Organization

WWMP – Wuhan Wastewater Management

WWTPs – Wastewater treatment
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Agreement 

Development and Reform Commission 
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